
 

 

 
 

PAEDIATRIC OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
MUSCLE TONE: 

 

Definition: 

 

Muscle tone refers to the ability of a muscle to resist a force without changing length i.e. the degree 

of resistance or tension in the muscles or the firmness of muscles. 

 

The most common tone disorders are hypotonia (decreased tone), hypertonia  (increased tone) and 

fluctuating tone (tone that changes).  When tone is low, the muscle is relaxed and the body part can be 

easily moved since there is little resistance to stretch.  The child is not able to contract (pull 

together) the muscles on either side of a joint, which is necessary for stable postural control.  This 

co-contraction is essential for shoulder joint stability, as it provides the supportive basis required for 

steady and refined movements of the hand (i.e., to sit upright at a desk leaving the hands free for 

manipulative activities; standing steadily while drawing on a blackboard; or walk while carrying a heavy 

object). Abnormal tone affects stability of parts of the body and the control, speed, and amount of 

movement which a child can achieve.  Their awareness of where their joints are in space and their 

awareness of touch may also be reduced. 

 

Functional Implications: 

 Poor balance and co-ordination 

 Awkward, tight pencil grasp 

 Slouched seated posture – head held in hand 

 Palms of hands may be flat reducing dexterity needed for manipulating a pencil 

 Poor body awareness 

 Because of the effects of tone on the amount and quality of movement, children with abnormal tone 

are not likely to have the same sensori-motor experiences that most children have and which are 

thought to be important in developing readiness for academic skills.   

 

Activities to Improve Upper Limb Muscle Tone: 

1. Row Boats (sit facing the child with legs extended, put feet together and hold hands; push and pull 

as though rowing). 

 

2. Monkey Bars (hang underneath by arms and move rung by rung). 

 

3. Tug of War (use hands, rope or towel). Vary the game by having the children assume different 

positions when playing, such as kneeling / sitting, with the teams either facing each other or with 

their backs to each other.  

 

4. Wheelbarrows (walk on hands with another person holding up child’s legs). Try carrying a “load” such 

as bean bags on the child’s back. 

 

5. Siamese twins (walking with another child with large ball between backs and not dropping it). 

 



 

 

6. Statues (the child sits with arms straight out in front like a robot and someone tries to push and 

pull them in order to make them overbalance.  The emphasis is for the child to try to stay rigid, 

particularly in the upper limbs. 

 

7. Jumping (place three ropes on the ground and jump forwards, backwards and sideways). 

 

8. Chinese jump rope (use a large loop of elastic stretched around the back of 2 chairs; jump in and 

out of the elastic; with 2 legs together, legs astride; varying the height of the elastic). 

 

9. Trampolining / hopscotch / leap frog 

 

10. Wall push ups (stand facing a wall about 3 feet away from the wall, then do push ups by bending and 

straightening the arms)  /  Chair push-ups (lifting body up off seat) 

 

11. Crab races / football - In teams try playing a game of football while moving like crabs.  To move like 

a crab have the child lift their bottom off the floor from a sitting position, taking their weight 

through their hands and feet. Try moving both backwards and forwards. You could also play this 

game imitating a bear walk.   

 

12. Mat rides - Try and get the child to propel themselves along a slippery floor using either their legs 

or arms while lying on their tummy or back or sitting on top of a mat.  In pairs have them take turns 

in giving each other rides by pulling their partner along who can be either lying or sitting  on the 

mat. 

 

13. Setting up for P.E. sessions - Have the child move large pieces of gym equipment, etc. by either 

pushing or pulling them.  

 

14. Carrying heavy objects  e.g. hand out workbooks / stacking chairs / moving furniture 

 

15. Animal walks - imitate animal walks that involve moving on “all fours” or pulling themselves along the 

floor. Try crab walks, bear walks, bunny hops, slithering snakes, etc. 

 

16. Warm up exercises - Try a few “warm up” exercises prior to starting the P.E. class, such as push ups 

against the wall, pelvic lifts from a lying position, bench presses in a sitting position (where you push 

through your arms to lift your trunk up and down), aeroplanes (where you lie on your tummy and lift 

your arms and legs off of the floor simultaneously and count to 20), and making yourself into a small 

ball by bringing your knees to your chest and tucking your chin into your neck  and counting to 20. 

 

17. Wrestling games - In pairs have the children push against each other while either sitting back to 

back or kneeling/standing facing each other with their hands together or sitting with their feet 

pressed against each other. 

 

18. Climbing activities - monkey bars, ropes, playground equipment. 

 

19. Throwing and catching balls of different sizes and weights. 

 

20.Carry out activities on the floor in four point kneeling e.g. jig-saws, dominoes, inset puzzles 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Strategies to Help Develop Muscle Tone: 

 

 Use alternative seating positions - try working on either the floor with the child lying on their 

tummy and propping themselves through their elbows, or working on a vertical surface such as 

blackboard, easel or paper taped to the wall to develop proximal stability of shoulder girdle  

 Use a Write Angle Board 

 If slouched when seated at the table apply gentle downward pressure through the shoulders to 

activate trunk muscles and help the child recognise where they are in space. 

 Check table height and chair height, plus position of paper - feet should be flat on the floor, 

bottom at the back of the chair, forearms resting on the table and head in the middle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

HAND STRENGTHENING ACTIVITIES: 

 

 Sit with palms of the hands together, fingers spread, push the elbows out in front of the body.  

Repeat a few times 

 Sit with fingers interlaced - stretch arms out in front of the body pushing the palms of the hands 

forward away from the body.  Repeat a few times 

 Stand an arms distance away from the wall.  Lean on the wall with the hands flat on it - keeping the 

arms straight, use fingers to push away from the wall to get an upright position 

 Theraputty activities: 

-  Stretch theraputty into a ring. Place tips of fingers into the ring and stretch 10 times. 

-  Squeeze theraputty with the whole hand 10-20 times with each hand. 

-  Roll the theraputty into a ball. Poke the ball with the dominant index finger. 

-  Roll the theraputty into a sausage shape. Pinch small piece of the putty along the sausage 

   ridge  using the thumb and index finger 

-  Roll the sausage into a snail shape. 

-  Push 5 pegs into the putty then pull them put and place them into a pegboard. 

-  Using each finger in turn poke and press the theraputty to spread it out thinly onto the 

   table top. 

 

ISOLATING FINGER MOVEMENTS: 

 

 Pointing games  - pointing to objects in the distance / pictures 

- drawing pictures with pointing finger n shaving cream/sand/paint 

- finger puppets 

- pointing to facial features in mirror 

   - popping soap bubbles in air 

   - painting face on index finger and make it talk/move 

- playing toy piano with index finger 

- using light switch or elevator buttons 

- counting small objects on table - coins/beads/straws 

   - tracing drawn path with index finger on paper/chalkboard 

 

 Poking games - pushing play-dough into egg carton sections 

- poking holes in play-dough to bury/dig-out sultanas/seeds/stones etc. 

 - playing with an abacus 

   - dialling the telephone 

   - pasting pictures/collage pushing object down with index finger 

   - poking foam pieces through hole in ice-cream container 

   - make a picture by pushing thumb tacks into cork-board 

   - push button toys 

   - pushing small plastic toys under water with index finger 


